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SCIENCE

Recurring themes
Science in the public or the corporate
interest?
Frankenfoods
and the Media

The conduct of
science

Honest scientists
against an ignorant
public?

GM crops -- the next
generation
The demise of the
Precautionary
Principle

SCIENCE AND
PSEUDO-SCIENCE
• GM CROPS AND FOODS -- DIFFERENT OR JUST

THE SAME? OR MAYBE DIFFERENT AND THE
SAME, SIMULTANEOUSLY?

• THE DUS TEST
• NONSENSE CONCEPTS:
• Substantial Equivalence
• generally recognized as safe (GRAS)
• The Concept of familiarity

Corruption in GM
Science
• The removal of the public purse
• Corporate ownership of science
• science as an advocacy tool
• non-replicable science

RESULT? SCIENCE WHICH WE CANNOT
TRUST, AND WHICH IS PROBABLY
FRAUDULENT

Some common tricks
of the trade
1. Experimental design calculated to mask undesirable effects
2. Very short experiments -- inadequate to show up real
physiological changes
3. Use of surrogate proteins rather than the actual proteins
contained in GM crops and foods
4. Data aggregation in order to mask significant effects
5. Stratification of samples to mask out undesirable effects
6. Statistical manipulation of results
7. All science conducted in house or with "friendly" laboratories
8. Same feed used for all groups?
9. Use of "nutritional studies" instead of acute toxicology studies
10. Selection of crude tools designed to miss subtle effects

.... and always maintain the pretence that GM science is
sophisticated and trendy, and that those who oppose GM
are unscientific, ignorant and hysterical.

Politics
RULERS,VICTIMS, AND HEROES
The United States and the World trade organization
The European union -- parliament and the commission
the nation states
EFSA and the national regulators
NGOs and consumer groups
The GM Free Regions
The media
growers, traders
multinational corporations

After 15 years of intense political
activity, the grand achievements of
the GM industry are these:
* One GM crop approved, with improved toxicity
* Many GM crops unapproved, mostly designed for use with
* Many millions of euros expended
* About 2,000 jobs for GM scientists supported
* Social unrest and protest on a large scale
* No GM foods with improved taste or shelf life
* No GM foods with improved nutrition
* No GM foods which are cheaper
* No GM crops bringing benefits to the environment
* hundreds of local seed varieties removed from the
market
* A seed industry controlled by six multinationals
* Increased chemical use in farming

chemicals

* And on the matter of choice -- has anybody ever
asked for GM food in preference to Organic food?

Ethics
Sir David King: an ethical code for scientists
The seven key principles:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Act with skill and care, keep skills up to date
Prevent corrupt practice and declare conflicts of interest
Respect and acknowledge the work of other scientists
Ensure that research is justified and lawful
Minimise impacts on people, animals and the environment.
Discuss issues science raises for society.
Do not mislead; present evidence honestly.

Whatever happened to
scientific integrity?

If you don’t like the message,
shoot the messenger....

Some of the industry’s
Apologists

Mary Murphy
Andura Smetacek
C.S. Prakash
Dennis Avery
Henry
Miller
Val
Giddings
Vivian Moses
Anthony
Trewavas
Bruce Chassy

Alan McHughen

...and who disabled the GM Watch web site?

Publishing malpractice:
Nature Biotechnology

Lies, Deceit and the
famous Dummy Proof

The UK’s farm-scale evaluations -how not to conduct field science
About 300 trials planned -- many
disrupted or cancelled

Oilseed Rape, Maize
and sugar beet
Environmental Damage demonstrated, in
spite of scientific manipulation

Academic Fraud: farmers’ attitudes
towards GM crops
February 2008

How the views
of 30 largescale
commodity
farmers were
flagged up as
the views of
UK farming

The Golden Rice Conspiracy
“It’s Just Rice.....”

“Saving the starving and
the sick”
“given to the poor of the
world.”

The Human Feeding
Experiments
in China and the USA
* Golden Rice has no approvals
* No animal testing

GM Food? No thanks...

why should anybody trust an industry which:

* routinely manipulates research results
* seeks to dismantle regulatory regimes
* prevents peer review of its safety tests and other experiments
* Seeks to keep dossier contents away from public scrutiny
* denies access to GM reference materials and seeds for independent researchers
* vilifies scientists who find out “inconvenient” things about GM varieties
* Exerts a veto over the publication of GM experiments
* uses spies and thugs to intimidate farmers
* pursues a policy of “contamination by stealth”
* employs secretive communications and pr bodies to promote the GM agenda
* attacks and disables web sites which seek to tell the truth about GM
* refuses to accept liability for harm associated with GM crop plantings or food /
feed consumption
* routinely uses lies and deception in gm promotion
* systematically buys seed companies and takes local seed varieties out of the
market-place

GM Food? No thanks...

..... and why should anybody trust regulators which:
* ensure that dissidents, NGOs and consumer groups are
kept off their committees
* see it as their duty to “facilitate consent” for GM crops
and foods
* work with the GM companies to keep dossiers secret
* accept “selected” and non-replicable research as valid
* routinely dismiss studies which show harm to health or
the environment
* appear to be incapable of revising “opinions” based on
old and inadequate evidence
* never commission independent studies to verify or
disprove industry findings
* refuse to accept that the aspirations and wishes of the
people of europe have any place in the assessment process

Three Questions we are often asked:
1. What are they afraid of?
2. What are they trying to hide?
3. Why do they have to use lies and corruption in pursuit of
their objectives?

HRH The Prince of
Wales, BBC Reith
Lecture, 17 May
2000

“The future will need people who
understand that sustainable
development is not merely about a
series of technical fixes, about
redesigning humanity or re-engineering
Nature in an extension of globalised
industrialisation -- but about a
reconnection with Nature and a
profound understanding of the
concepts of care that underpin longterm stewardship.”

